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M A C I N T O S H
In 1989, Adobe Type Manager

(ATM®) software changed the face

of desktop publishing. By smooth-

ing out the jagged edges of type on-

screen and significantly improving

print quality, ATM redefined

“what you see is what you get.”

With ATM Deluxe 4.6, a great font

management system just got

better! New features help you work

more efficiently while producing

the same sharp, clean text that you

have come to expect from the

award-winning ATM software.
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Discover new features
You’ll work more productively than
ever before with the ability to tempo-
rarily or permanently activate font sets
to streamline production of one-off or
recurring documents and to reduce
system overhead. Now you can quickly
and easily gather font files for output
just by dragging and dropping them
from ATM Deluxe to your disk. And
use the new Manage Duplicates tool to
reduce font conflicts that waste hard-
disk space and cause time-consuming
printing errors. Plus, ATM Deluxe 4.6
comes bundled with Adobe Type
Reunion® Deluxe to let you simplify
your font menu and give you easier
access to your fonts.

Manage all your fonts
As with the previous version of ATM
Deluxe, you can create custom font sets
to help you organize your PostScript,®

OpenType,® and TrueType fonts with
point-and-click simplicity. To save the
system resources that fonts consume,
activate only the fonts you need—with a
single mouse click. And take advantage
of the Report/Verify feature to quickly
diagnose font problems.

The right font—every time
Reduce “missing font” error messages with
auto-activation—ATM Deluxe locates all
the fonts available to your system and
activates the available fonts that you need
for the document you’re working on. Just
double-click to view a full-page sample of
any font, or print a catalog of all the fonts
on your system. And add style to any
document with one of the 15 Adobe Type
Library display fonts that come bundled
with ATM Deluxe.

However you employ fonts in your
documents, count on ATM Deluxe 4.6 to
streamline font management so you can
work more efficiently while producing
crisp, great-looking type on PostScript
and non-PostScript printers alike.



Improved user interface makes
it easier than ever to access the
powerful features of ATM Deluxe. Full WYSIWYG previews of all your fonts help you choose the

best font for the job.

Adobe®Type Manager® Deluxe 4.6
Key Features
• Custom font sets

• Temporary and permanent font
set activation

• Manage Duplicates tool

• Copy font/set to disk

• Automatic font activation

• Font diagnostic tool

• Font sample print and preview

• Improved user interface

• Crisp, clean output from any printer,
including non-PostScript printers

Contents
• ATM Deluxe 4.6

• Adobe Type Reunion Deluxe 2.6

• 15 Adobe Type Library fonts

• User Guide

• Adobe PostScript (AdobePS™)
printer driver

• Adobe Acrobat® Reader™

• Adobe Type Library pocket guide
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System Requirements
• Macintosh with PowerPC® processor

• Mac OS software version 8.1
or later

• 16 MB of RAM for ATM Deluxe;
8 MB of RAM for ATR Deluxe

• 10 MB of available hard-disk space
for ATM Deluxe (73 MB required for
custom language installation); 3 MB
for ATR Deluxe (53 MB required for
custom language installation)

• CD-ROM drive

For More Information
In the U.S. and Canada, call
800-682-3623 or contact your local
Adobe Authorized Reseller.

In other countries, please contact the
nearest Adobe distributor or represen-
tative. To receive a list of international
Adobe distributors and sales offices
by fax, call our automated FaxYI fax-
response system at 650-556-8481 and
request Document 499950.

For a comprehensive list of features
and information about other Adobe
products, visit the Adobe Web site at
www.adobe.com.
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Included Fonts

Bermuda™ Squiggle

Chaparral® Display
cutout ™

Giddyup®

Greymantle™

Khaki™ 2

MOJO
®

Myriad® Tilt
NYX

®

OCR-A

OUCH!®

Pompeia™ Inline
Postino™ Italic

Shuriken Boy®
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